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Post-industrialism is different not just faster



From products to service







From discrete to infused experiences





From complicated to complex systems



Service exposes the sausage factory



Data centers   
Organizational structures





Digital ecosystems  
Organizational behavior





Complexity is strange & counterintuitive





“…the automation was not operational 

due to an unrelated failure…”









From controlling to navigating



From reliability to adaptability





Learning becomes operations





“…the ability to change direction 

                in an efficient and effective manner.”    







“Agile processes harness change 

                for competitive advantage.”    



DevOps completes the Agile equation



“The food was great 

                but the service was awful.”    



Three Ways of DevOps: 
Flow 
Feedback  
Continuous learning







Digital operations as mutual service



“…delivering value by facilitating 

                outcomes customers want to achieve.”    



How you make it is part of what you make



Service exposes the sausage factory





This is what I do         



This is how I help        



Design thinking optimizes for empathy



How designers think and work







“Far too often security fails because 

                we forget people are involved.”    



“Seeing things 

                as if from another’s perspective.”    



We need empathy because people are different





Design is discovery





Unifying Agile & DevOps with Design Thinking









Making learning continuous safe





Learn before building or deploying



Observe your users



Use the freedom to experiment



Be willing to listen & respond



Reduce the risk of building & deploying 



Make your work smaller





Design probes not just features



Deployment is the beginning not the end



Service/design becomes continuous



How can we be more helpful?



Continuously seek empathy



Agile & DevOps enable design for complexity



What problems might our solutions create? 



Design thinking enables creative improvement





Continuously ask where should we go next?



We value conversations over features





Let’s continue the conversation! 
Web: www.sussna-associates.com 
Email: jeff@sussna-associates.com 
Twitter: @jeffsussna 
Book: designingdelivery.com

http://www.sussna-associates.com
http://designingdelivery.com

